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ABSTRACT
The names used in most languages for the letters of the Latin
alphabet and for the sounds these represent are marked by a
striking lack of distinctiveness that often makes them fail their
purpose. When this is likely to happen, speakers tend to use one
of various auxiliary “spelling alphabets” instead. Such a need
does not arise with the longer and more distinctive letter names
of Semitic descent that are used for the Arabic, Hebrew,
Armenian and Greek alphabets. Short and yet distinctive names
for consonants can, however, be coined with a minimum of
arbitrariness by exploiting the coarticulatory effects of
consonants on vowels, and their reflections in perception. These
are analyzed for schwa-like vowels in the permissive vowel
systems of NW-Caucasian and Mandarin Chinese, and it is
shown how they can be utilized to coin names for phones and
letters, especially for Turkish.

1.  INTRODUCTION
Sometimes it happens that a spoken language does not function
well. This is perhaps to be expected when a discourse touches
something that is or until recently was unknown or unimportant
in the culture in question. However, in many languages, letter
names do not function well although the use of letters has been
sufficiently important for a long time. These letter names, which
are also used for the sounds the letters represent, are marked by a
striking lack of distinctiveness that often makes them fail their
purpose. In situations in which this is likely to happen, speakers
tend to use one of various auxiliary “spelling alphabets” instead.
These do not really provide alternative names for the letters, but
they consist of a selection of well-known words with other
meanings, that are used to exemplify the letters.

The names used in most languages for the letters of the
Latin alphabet can be traced back to the Etruscans [4]. From
Etruscan they were borrowed into Latin, through which they later
spread into most of the various languages whose speakers
adopted its alphabet. It appears likely that the Etruscans created
their letter names by attempting to sound the phones they
represent without adding anything else. This is, of course, in no
way problematic for the vowels. At the point in time when
writing was introduced in Etruscan, m - n - l - r - s, representing
continuants, appear also to have been pronounced syllabically,
but the initial [e] in the Latin names for these consonants is due
to a development that had already occurred in Etruscan. For the
stop consonants, a schwa vowel intruded itself in final position.
Due to coarticulatory influences, the phonetic quality of this
vowel is likely to have varied with the consonant’s place of
articulation. After most consonants, though, the vowel was
subsequently interpreted as an [e], only after velars as an [a] or, if
the velar was labialized, as an [u].

While the Latin letter names and their reflections in modern
European languages resulted from a spontaneous development,
those used in languages that are less closely tied to Roman
tradition reflect an inception controlled by logical minimalism:
The names of the consonants and the letters representing them
are formed invariably by appending the same vowel. Such cases
are at hand in Turkish, Tagalog and Esperanto. These languages
append an [e], [a], and [o], respectively. Bulgarian uses the same
vowel as Turkish for its Cyrillic letter names. While such regular
forms are easy to acquire, they lack the distinctiveness that is
necessary for successful communication in any acoustically non-
ideal situation. They violate the principle of language planning
that says that “The greater the possibility for semantic confusion
the greater must be the difference in expression” [9, 11].
However, the letter names borrowed from Latin are only slightly
less inadequate - just consider the lack of distinctiveness among
English  d - t - p - b - v. The same holds for the Russian letter
names, most of which have also been borrowed from Latin.

The letter names that spread together with the art of
alphabetic writing from its Semitic origin, and which are used in
Arabic, Persian, Hebrew, Armenian and Greek, are opaque, they
require some effort to be learnt, but they are much more adequate
for communication. In these languages, there is no need for any
auxiliary spelling alphabets. However, these letter names are
longer than those of the languages mentioned before, and they
hardly lend themselves to use in abbreviating.

Insufficient distinctiveness due to a complete lack of lexical
redundancy within classes of semantically related words that
belong to the same word class used to be a typical trait of
planned vocabulary. This is especially evident in the
philosophical or “perfected” languages such as the one created by
John Wilkins in the 17th century [12]. Its deficiency in
distinctiveness went unnoticed since the language was not put to
practical use. This is different with Esperanto, whose letter names
speakers often experience as useless [8]. Originally, their ending
-o was thought of as a use of the morpheme o that is appended to
all nouns, but in actual use, it is treated as belonging to the
morpheme that designates the letter in question [11].

The IPA has disseminated a set of graphic symbols that are
useful and practical when we want to communicate about
phonetic matters in writing. Some of these, above all those
needed for representing English, are familiar to millions of
people who have learnt a foreign language. However, when we
want to speak about speech sounds, we are not equally well
equipped. In most languages that use an alphabetic writing
system, there is a word for each one of the letters, and most of
these words are also used in referring to the speech sounds
represented by them. In addition, there may be some words that
refer to speech sounds but not to letters, such as German Ich-Laut
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and Swedish ng-ljud. These sets of words are not always
sufficient for describing the phonetic realities of foreign
languages and for use in phonetics. In explanatory and
contrastive contexts, phoneticians occasionally use analytic
expressions such as “a voiced velar stop”. However, these
expressions are rarely used outside phonetics.

The distinctiveness of letter names could, of course, be
increased substantially by making use of more than just one
vowel, but which one should we choose in each case and should
we place it before or after the consonant? In the following, it will
be shown that short yet distinctive names for consonants can be
coined with a minimum of arbitrariness by exploiting the
coarticulatory effects of consonants on vowels and their
reflections in perception. These will be analyzed, focusing on the
schwa-like vowels in the permissive vowel systems of NW-
Caucasian and Mandarin Chinese. Subsequently, it will be shown
how they can be utilized to coin letter names for speech sounds
and for the letters of Turkish.

2. COARTICULATION AND PERCEPTION
2.1. Coarticulation of vowels
Some languages have ‘linear’ vowel systems in which vowels are
distinguished on the basis of openness (jaw angle) while the
positioning of tongue and lips is given by the consonants of the
syllable in question. This is the case in the NW-Caucasian
languages, all of which have just one phonological opposition
among their vowels, /D/ vs. /�/ [1, 2, 5, 13, 14]. Northern Chinese
(see e.g. [4]) can be described as having a linear system with
three distinctive degrees of openness and a more backward
neutral setting than in NW-Caucasian. Table 1 shows how the
half-open vowel is realized in Standard Chinese.

The “unmarked” vowel in the NW-Caucasian languages
differs slightly from the Chinese schwa-like vowel in that it is a
central, not a back vowel. In a bilabial or labiodental context, it is
realized as a half-rounded central vowel - as a back rounded
vowel only in a labiovelar context. Otherwise, it is affected by
consonants in the same way as its Chinese equivalent.

Table 2 shows the unrestrained coarticulatory effects of
consonants on schwa-like vowels by place of articulation.
Consonants articulated with the tongue dorsum (palatals, velars,
uvulars, and pharyngeals) have essentially inescapable
coarticulatory effects on adjacent vowels. In yielding to these,
many languages have developed phonotactic restrictions that
disallow CV- and VC-sequences in which the vowel and the
consonant would require different placements of the tongue
dorsum. The Chinese alveolopalatals (see Table 1) represent a
case in point. These are always followed by a close front vowel.
They can be considered as allophones of the velars as well as of
the laminal dentals with the same manner of articulation.

The manner of articulation of consonants affects adjacent
vowels in the way listed in Table 3. They become nasalized
adjacent to, and especially before nasals. Trills, taps and flaps
tend to increase the openness of preceding vowels. There is also a
tendency for vowels to become rounded before laterals, but this
is probably due to acoustic and perceptual rather than articulatory
similarity. The formant frequencies of an  [N? are similar to those
of an [1], while those of an [�? are similar to those of an [W?. For
[5]-like sounds, there is also a slight rounding tendency.
Voiceless obstruents tend to shorten preceding vowels and to

increase the pitch of a following vowel. Due to this increased
pitch, vowels after voiceless obstruents are perceived as less
open.

Table 1. Phonotactic restrictions and coarticulatory effects of
syllable initial and final consonants on the Chinese schwa-like
vowel, which in the absence of any consonants is realized as a
close-mid unrounded centralized back vowel.

Place Initial C Effect on V Final

Labiovelar
Bilabial
Labiodental
Dental, apical
Dental, laminal
Retroflex
Palatal
Alveolopalatal
Velar

Y

R R* O

H

V V* P N

U VU VU*

� Ü� Ü�* �

L [

Û VÛ VÛ*

Z M M*

rounding 1  2

rounding 1  2

rounding 1  2

centralizing
dentalizing
rhoticizing 1

fronting
need close front V  3

backing (opening) 1

Y

P

°

L

0

1 Slightly more open in closed syllables.
2 No rounding unless the final segment of the syllable is also rounded. In
general, the influence of a final consonant is stronger than that of an
initial. Thus, although we have [YQ] and [LG], not *[YG] and *[LQ], we
find [YGL]  and [LQY], not *[YQL] and *[LGY].
3 The alveolo-palatals occur only before [K] and [[] (also as part of
diphthongs), while the dentals =U VU VU*? and the velars =Z M M*? only
occur before other vowels.

2.2 Co-perception of consonants
The phenomenon of co-articulation has often been studied by
phoneticians. The term is also used in a wider sense that includes
analogous phenomena in phonation. In this wider sense, we
should perhaps more properly speak of “co-production”. Much
less attention has been paid to its reflection in perception.

Co-production implies that some of the properties of a
phonetic segment are also present within an adjacent segment. In
particular when a consonantal segment itself is deficient in
information, listeners can then be expected to ascribe to the
consonant some of the properties that are present within adjacent
vowels. This kind of ‘co-perception’ is likely to be quite
important for the perception of connected speech, not only in
NW-Caucasian and Chinese, where it is evident that the vowels
contain much information about the consonants. It would explain
why certain nearly complete segment deletions, which occur
frequently in spontaneous speech, can go unnoticed by listeners.

We may, therefore, expect a back vowel context to increase
the likelihood for a consonant to be perceived as a velar, and a
front vowel to cause a bias in favor of a palatal, etc.  The results
of investigations of consonant confusions in CV- and VC-
syllables under various forms of noise and filtering  [6, 8, 10, 15]
point in this direction, although several additional factors have to
be considered in order to explain the observed asymmetries.

3. NEW NAMES
When we are not bound by the phonotactic frame of a particular
language, we can make clear which consonants we refer to by
just appending a vowel [)] that we give full freedom to be
coarticulated in all dimensions with the consonant, as if there
were  no other vowel phonemes.  An [�] would be somewhat less
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Table 2.  Unrestrained coarticulatory effects of consonants, by place of articulation, on schwa-like vowels within the triangle [�] [)] [n].

ARTICULATOR Place of articulation Tongue
configuration

Openness (jaw
position)

Roundedness � )

LABIAL Bilabial (free) Close-mid (rounded) 3 o
Labiodental (free) Close-mid (half-rounded) � - 3 ) - o

LABIAL & Labiovelar Back Raised Close(-mid) (rounded) u
LINGUAL Ë Central Close-mid Rounded 3

LINGUAL Linguolabial Non-back Apical Close-mid (rounded) 2 3

Dental, Interdental Non-back Apical Close-mid (no) e �

Alveolar Non-back Apical Close-mid (no) e �

(Postalveolar) Non-back Close-mid (rounded) 2 3

Retroflex Non-back Rhotic Open-mid (ambivalent) 4 - ° - ¶ n - ° - ¶
(Alveolo-palatal) Front Raised Close (no) i
Palatal Front Raised Close(-mid) (no) i - e
Velar Back Raised (quite free) (no) ¥ - )
Uvular Back Retracted Open(-mid) Quasi Rounded c - o
Pharyngeal Back Lowered Open (no) a
Epiglottal Back Lowered Open (no) a

GLOTTAL Glottal (free) (free) (no) n

SECONDARY Rounded (free) Close-mid Rounded cw-, �É- -wc, -É�
Palatalized Front Raised Close(-mid) (free) 4j-, �É- -j4, -É�
Velarized Back Raised Close-mid (free) $Ç-, cw- -Ç$, -wc
Pharyngealized Back Lowered Open (free) aa- -aa

Table 3. Co-production effects of consonants, by manner of articulation, on vowels. In the last two columns, the vowel placement in the
Latin letter names and in proposed names of phones is shown.

SEGMENT Manner
of Articulation

Effects on preceding V Effects on following V Latin Phonetic

SELF-SUFFICIENT SYLLABIC
Vowels - - V VÛ
Consonants - - C CÛ

NOT SELF-SUFFICIENT SYLLABIC
Vowels Closed syllable lax - - * �V�_

Consonants Plosive, unvoiced Shortening High tone CV C�qÛ

Plosive, voiced CV C�Û
Nasal Nasalizing (nasalizing) VC ��CÛ
Trill Opening if lingual (opening if lingual) VC ��CÛ
Tap or Flap (mid-)Open (mid-)Open ��ÛC
Fricative, unvoiced Shortening High tone VC �CÛ
Fricative, voiced �ªC�Û
Lateral fricative, unvoiced (rounding) * 3CÛ
Lateral fricative, voiced (rounding) * 3ªC3Û
Lateral approximant (rounding) VC 3�CÛ
Approximant (diphthong) (diphthong) * ��CÛ, C��Û

optimal.  Some further distinctiveness could be gained by pre-
posing the vowel for certain manners of articulation, adopting
and extending the Latin pattern, as shown in Table 3. It would
also be helpful to exaggerate the diphthongs that arise with
approximants by letting the vowel become more open. Such
diphthongization could also be used in order to distinguish
secondary articulations from primary, as shown at the bottom
of Table 2.

While the way of referring to speech sounds just
described can be recommended for use within phonetics,

it may not always be directly applicable to obtain names
for letters and speech sounds in languages with more than
one vowel phoneme. Although it is often possible to
choose names that largely agree with the hyper-
coarticulated forms, most languages lack a distinctive
reflection of some of the crucial coarticulatory effects
listed above, so that some arbitrary decisions may be
required to make the letter names sufficiently distinctive.
The case of Turkish is atypical in that it requires almost
no arbitrary decisions at all, although even Turkish does
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not always allow distinctive use of the most obvious
coarticulatory effects, such as tone to distinguish
voiceless from voiced stops, see Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Turkish letters, arranged alphabetically, and their
usual and proposed new names. The letters q, w and x do not
occur in Turkish words and I 
 does not occur in word initial
position.

Letter Phone Old name New name

C

D

E

%

F

G

H

I

I


J

�

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

U�

V

W

X

Y

Z

[

\

=C?

=D?

=F<?

=V5?

=F?

=G?

=H?

=I?

=Â?

=J?

=�?

=K?

=<?

=M?

=N?

=O?

=P?

=Q?

=R?

-
=T?

=U?

=5?

=V?

=W?

=X?

-
-
=L?

=\?

=C?

=DG?

=F<G?

=V5G?

=FG?

=G?

=HG?

=IG?

=LWOW5CM IG?

=JG?� =JC?� =C5?

=�?

=K?

=<G?

=MG?� =MC?

=NG?

=OG?

=PG?

=Q?

=RG?

=M[?

=TG?

=UG?

=5G?

=VG?

=W?

=XG?

=FWDNXG?

=KMU?

=LG?

=\G?

=C?

=DQ?

=F<1?

=V5[?

=FG?

=G?

=QH?

=IC?

=LWOW5CM IC?

=JC5?

=�?

=K?

=1<G?

=M�?

=1N?

=QO?

=GP?

=Q?

=RW?

=MWC?

=CT?

=GU?

=15?

=VK?

=W?

=QXC?

=FWDNQXC?

=KMU?

=LGL?

=G\G?

Table 5. The new names of the Turkish letters arranged
according to place and manner of production of the speech
sounds they represent.

RW

DQ

QO

QH

QXC

VK

FG

GP

GU

G\G

CT

1N

V5[

F<1

15

1<G

M�

IC

JC5

LGL

K

G

[

1

(Â)

�

C

W

Q

Given the vowel system of Turkish, the choice of vowels for
the four places of articulation is straightforward. The unvoiced
stops and affricates can consistently be distinguished from their
voiced relatives, and from all other speech sounds, by
appending a close vowel. It would be possible to choose close
vowels also for the voiceless fricatives, but when the vowel
precedes the consonant, such a choice can not be motivated on
the basis of coarticulation. The voiced fricatives need a second
vowel in their names, =QXC?� =G\G?� =1<G?, since the language
does not admit voiced obstruents in final position. The second
vowel in these forms represents what can be called a ‘default
choice’ within the frame of Turkish vowel harmony. For the
velar semivowel =Â?� it is convenient to keep the traditional
analytic name ‘soft g’. Not being used in abbreviations, it does
not need a shorter name. For y [j], a name like  [L3] would be
appropriate, the closest Turkish form being [LG]. Since this
could be confused with [FG], it is preferable to decide
arbitrarily on [LGL?� [LCL?� or =LC? instead. The laryngeal fricative
=J?, needs a more audible consonant in its name in order to
avoid confusion with the vowel as such, and the preexisting
forms suggest =JC5?� Instead of the French =M[?, that is used for
the symbol q, [MWC] is suggested, to avoid confusion with
=V5[?�
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